
Peter Devenis
  3 reviews 

 2I have had the opportunity to work with 
Sharon and her team to assist me with a 
difficult separation and divorce. I appreciated 
Sharon's no nonsense approach and 
thorough knowledge which assisted greatly 
in the challenges faced. I would recommend 
Alberta Divorce Finances without hesitation 
to anyone in a similar situation to ensure you 
have a solid understanding of the financial 
implications of decisions made now and in 
the future. She is a sound advisor, provides 
solid recommendations and takes time to 
listen. An outstanding service provider for 
her clients.

a year ago

Shannan Winters 
2 reviews

I had the opportunity to work with Sharon and her 
team, firstly as a mediator then ultimately as my 
yearly accountant. I found Sharon to be straight 
forward and professional. Her advice has always 
proven to be sound and unbiased. Sharon has 
continued to work with both my ex-husband and 
myself to ensure that our tax returns are balanced 
in terms of our children (dependents) which is 
much appreciated and took away any distrust 
that may have existed on a financial front. Sharon 
now works with my adult son, advising him on tax 
issues as they relate to the small business that 
he has started. Thank you Sharon, for your ability 
to bring clarity to our personal finances over the 
years.

 a year ago

james winters 
2 reviews

Sharon was able to guide the mediation 
process and get to an agreed resolution 
(separation agreement) during difficult time. 
Mediation in my opinion was the way to go 
prior to moving to the legal phase. I would 
recommend Sharon, as well as for tax 
services following divorce.

 a year ago

B

Sherrie 
2 reviews 

Sharon is fantastic to work with. We were going 
through a fairly amicable separation and needed 
some help figuring out what would be a fair 
division of assets and support. Sharon worked 
with both of us and was fair, neutral, and guided 
us to a fair agreement - saving us literally 
thousands of dollars in legal fees. She also 
worked with her legal contacts help us get our 
agreement drawn up very quickly in order to close 
a real estate deal and finalize the separation. I 
would recommend anyone going through this to 
consult Sharon for advice and mediation.

a year ago

Diana 
1 review 

At the worst time in my life, Sharon was able 
to offer me stability and pragmatic advice, 
assuring me I would be 'okay'.  Thanks to her 
advice, I was - and am.  She is a great 
accountant, and has been looking after my 
taxes for the past five years. I can't 
recommend her highly enough.

a year ago

Jaimie Levesque Steel 
2 reviews 

Doing your taxes correctly post separation or 
divorce--especially when children are 
involved--can be very daunting. Sharon was 
referred to me by a trusted friend and she 
helped me sort through the  process to 
ensure everything was completed accurately. 
Her advice has been INVALUABLE and I 
honestly would never trust anyone else with 
my taxes. She knows her stuff! I cannot 
recommend her services enough.

a year ago

BDon Morgan 
4 reviews 

I’ve benefitted from Sharon’s help and clear 
explanations of complex issues several 
times. After every discussion, I left feeling 
more confident in my understanding of very 
complicated finances. She also runs short 
one-to-two hour seminars and webinars on 
various divorce finance and tax issues that 
are very helpful, both for the information, and 
the Q&A’s at the end; you just need to get on 
a mailing list for these. I highly recommend 
Sharon for simple-to-understand financial 
guidance.

a year ago

This Person 
2 reviews 

Separation and divorce are expensive. Get 
started in the right direction by contacting 
Sharon. With the help of Sharon and and my 
lawyer, I was able to draft a separation 
agreement that made sure my children's 
financial needs were provided for. Ten years 
later I am still very happy with that 
separation agreement. Separation/divorce is 
a funny thing. You don't need to know about 
it, until you do, and those crucial decisions 
you make in those first months have life long 
consequences for you and your children. I 
recommend Sharon to anyone who needs to 
know about spousal and child support, 
dividing up assets, and doing taxes after 
divorce. Don't sign a separation agreement 
blind. Ask for Sharon's help.

a year ago

Five Star Reviews

B
BLavender Murray 

6 reviews

Sharon was very easy to work with and made 
the whole experience easy and 
understandable. She was practical, 
knowledgeable, and kind, and I appreciated 
her no-nonsense style. Divorce is a difficult 
time and having this part of the process easy 
and seamless was a great relief.

a year ago

B
BMike Calder 

2 reviews 

I was so pleased with the service I received 
at Alberta Divorce Finances during my 
divorce that I continued as a personal tax 
client of Sharon's afterwards. Sharon and her 
team have always provided fast and 
affordable service that has kept my tax filing 
a smooth and painless process.

a year ago

B
BChris W 

2 reviews 

Sharon started helping me with mediation 
services to help establish my separation 
agreement about 10 years ago.  Since then, 
Sharon has provided my accounting services 
- always practical, professional, and helpful!

a year ago
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